Find it in the Encyclopedia Worksheet

Prepare:
- Print and/or copy enough worksheets for your classes.

Worksheet Instructions:
- Complete the worksheet using the sample Encyclopedia at the top of the page.

Suggestion:
- Print a few worksheets on cardstock and laminate.
- Have students work in small groups using a dry-erase marker to write their answers.
- Clean the worksheets when the activity is completed.
- Re-use them with your next class.
Which book would you look in to find these things? Write the Volume Number.

Frogs ____  Pets ____  Snakes ____
Cats ____  Trees ____  Zebras ____
Dogs ____  Ants ____  Nests ____
Kites ____  Otters ____  X-ray ____
Games ____  Balls ____  Llamas ____

The Encyclopedia INDEX tells you which volume and page number you can find information for each subject. The listing will show the SUBJECT, the VOLUME letter or number, and the PAGE numbers.

Example: Monkeys 11: 247-249
         Hockey H: 150-151

Sometimes you will find additional information listed for the subject.

Example: Judo J: 75, 85-89
         Karate and Judo K: 24
         Olympic events O: 107